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Exclusive Family Sleepover

The Deep is now offering the opportunity
for only one family each night to sleep over,
bedding down right next to the exhibits!
This exclusive hire of The Deep includes a private tour, evening
activities and pizza supper before you choose which of our animals
to put your pillow next to… This experience is ideal for a special
occasion, for families with a sense of adventure and a love of the oceans.

Who is this for?
This Exclusive Sleepover is designed for a family unit of no more than 6 people, and is likely to appeal most
to those families with primary school aged children. A minimum of 2 people out of the 6 must be adults
(18+). No all adult parties. Adults must be the parents or guardians of any children within their party or
have appropriate permission to act in loco parentis. You are reminded to please adhere to any Government
guidelines or legislation in respect of group sizes, travel restrictions, or any other COVID-19 related
restrictions in force as of the day of your sleepover.

How much does it cost?
The cost per family unit, per night is £1995 and includes all activities, products, food, drink and services
listed in the itinerary. Excludes any additional purchases made at the Deep-artment Store. A non-refundable
deposit of £600 is required at the time of booking, and the balance is required no later than two weeks before
the sleepover date.

Contact
Email an enquiry to events@thedeep.co.uk
or call us on 01482 382838.

Itinerary
6pm

Arrival Time.

Free overnight parking.
Meet your personal Crew for the evening.
Bring in luggage, including camp beds/airbeds, sleeping bags, etc.
Children receive their goodie bags.
	Full guided tour of The Deep. The ages and interests of the group will be taken into account when delivering this tour
so please, if your family has a particular interest (maybe some of you are budding marine biologists!), you are welcome
to tell us beforehand, and quiz the Crew on the night!
	You will notice that the lights in the exhibits will start to dim during the evening for the animals’ welfare – they need
their night-time too.
	During the evening the Crew will liaise with you to decide where you would like to sleep. All areas of the public side
of the aquarium are normally available for sleeping, apart from in front of the penguin exhibit as the penguins
like their bedtime to be dark and quiet, so their blinds will be down overnight. Popular choices include:
• The Glass Tunnel, with 2.5 million litres of water overhead, plus sharks, rays, sawfish, turtles and more!
• Endless Oceans window of the main exhibit, a popular sleeping spot for the Nurse shark.
• Cool Seas with the jellyfish and Wolf eels.
	If you can’t decide where to sleep and members of your family would like to be in different places, at least one adult
must be present in each sleeping area throughout the night please.

8.30pm

Time for relaxation and craft activities in Endless Oceans.

	Snack as you wish during the evening on any supper you have brought with you, but pizzas will be provided by
The Deep at this time. Please let us know about any dietary requirements in advance; allergen information is available.
	Hot drinks, juice and water will be available free of charge during the evening. You will all receive your own Deep
mug and a water bottle to use through the evening and to take away as a souvenir. (Sorry, no alcohol.)
Your Crew will lead you through some craft activities, inspired by The Deep, such as designing your own reusable bag!
You are welcome to bring along a film of your choice to play on the ‘big screen’ and The Deep will provide sweet treats!
Bedtime story and hot chocolate in front of the exhibits, read by one of the Crew.

10.30pm

Bedtime.

Get ready for bed.  Please note that there are no ‘changing rooms’ or showers, just use of toilet areas.
	The overnight Crew will check that you are happy and settled, will turn the house lights off and will leave you to sleep.
You will be asked to stay in the vicinity of your sleeping area for the duration of the night; you will know how to contact
Crew if help is needed, and what to do in the event of an emergency.

6.45am

Good morning, lights on!

	Luggage packed away and we say goodbye to the animals. At certain times of the year the penguins may already
have been in bed on the evening of the sleepover, so in this case we will have a look at them in the morning.

7.30am

Breakfast

Full English, toast and cereal (or options of course within those).
Deep-artment Store open for your family to browse and shop if you wish.

8.30am

Wave goodbye to The Deep Crew!

Suggested Kit List
Sleepovers at The Deep are ‘indoor camping’, so you will need all of your bedding kit!
Any specific snacks and drinks
Sleeping bag or other bedding!
Something to sleep on
Pillows
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Pyjamas, onesies, dressing gowns, slippers
Wash bag and kit
Clean clothes for the next day
Deodorant
Medical items
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Movie
Face covering

Onesies are great because
they’re good for modesty, comfort and warmth
BUT the floor surface is smooth and therefore
footwear is advised when walking about as feet
in
onesies can be slippery. The Deep’s air-conditio
ning/
heating system will be set throughout the night
to a temperate level and works hard to maintain
this.  With such an unusual building design we find,
however, that the temperature can fluctuate away
from this in sleeping areas (both up and down)
depending upon factors such as how busy the
building has been during the day, outside prevailing
temperature and where you are in the building
in
relation to vents/aircon units.  We suggest, there
fore,
that you have ‘layers’ of clothing to hand that you
can put on or take off during the night
for your comfort.
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COVID-19 Security
Your family will be the only visitors in the building during your sleepover night and only a few key Crew members will be in the building with
you. Hand sanitiser is provided throughout the building. Face coverings will be worn by Crew at all times when they are with you.
Face coverings must be worn by all members of your party (unless exempt) when on your guided tour and when in the vicinity of Crew
members. Face coverings may be removed for sleeping, eating and other activities when Crew are out of your vicinity.
Hand-washing facilities are available at regular intervals around the building within toilet facilities. Cleaning regimes are adhered to throughout
the building, and spot cleans will be carried out by Crew when necessary.

Overnight frequently asked questions
What happens if we need to cancel
due to a covid-19 related reason,
e.g. Government travel restrictions
What happens if The Deep has
to cancel, for example due to a
Covid-19 reason?
In the event that an Exclusive Sleepover cannot take place
due to a COVID-19 related reason, a full refund will be made
or a mutually agreeable alternative replacement date planned.

How dark will it be overnight?
Deep Crew will turn out the lights when you are happy
for these to go off. The areas will be dark enough to
sleep, but not so dark that you can’t see your way around.
Areas such as the toilets, corridors, fire exits and the café
will be fully lit. We would be grateful if you could stop
any torches (or other bright lights) being shone into the
exhibits as these are harmful to our animals.

How do I get help during the night?
Two members of Deep Crew who have been working with
you all evening will stay on site all night, but they do try to
get some rest. The person who doesn’t rest is The Deep’s
security guard. You will have been issued with a Deep radio
to contact them if necessary.
The security guard knows the building and can usually help
you. If they can’t help you, or it’s not appropriate for them
to help you ask for them to get one of the resting Crew who
remain on call, on radio and pager all night. Other members
of Crew start to arrive on site at 5.30am for the ‘day shift’.
They will respond to any request for help but, like the
security guard, will not enter any of the sleeping areas unless
asked to do so to respond to an issue.

Where can I find information
about access requirements?
If you are planning in advance please do not hesitate to
contact us about your access requirements. You may find
The Deep’s Accessibility Guide and/or Social Story useful
and these can be downloaded at www.thedeep.co.uk/
access-for-all.
If you have any access needs you would like to bring to our
attention on the night, just speak to the Duty Manager or,
indeed, any member of The Deep Crew and they will be
pleased to help.

Can I get out of the building
during the night?
If you need to exit the building during the first part of
the evening (guided tour, craft activities, etc) please ask a
Crew member to show you the route and door to use.
When you come back into the building make sure that the
door is closed properly behind you to maintain security.
When it comes to ‘bedtime’ the perimeter alarm will be
set at about 10.30pm. If you need to leave the building
please contact a member of Crew. All evacuation routes
are, of course, passable in an emergency but the external
doors are alarmed in case of mis-use. Please note that the
perimeter alarm includes inside the Deep-artment Store
and the ticketing desk/glass reception area. The perimeter
alarm will be unset at approximately 5.30am when morning
deliveries start to arrive, but you will probably still need to
ask to find the way out through an unlocked door.

Can I smoke?
The Deep is a no smoking building (including e-cigarettes).
If any of your party wishes to smoke this must be done at
least 10 metres away from the building. The first available
break is likely to be c 8.30pm. Deep Crew will show you how
to exit the building upon request. If you have been shown to
a door to use please make sure that you follow instructions
to avoid being locked out, and make sure that any doors are
secured behind you when you re-enter. Once the building is
locked and alarmed for the night (normally between c10.30pm
and 5.30am) there will be no outside access for smoking until
the next morning.

Is there WiFi available?

What happens in the morning?

Yes, please log on to DeepFreeWiFi, no password required.
The Deep is a complex building, so you might find that the
strength of mobile signals varies considerably around the
building. If you are struggling to get a signal it is usually
stronger near the Halfway Café.

Your lights will be switched on at approximately 6.45am
and we will be aiming for breakfast at around 7.30am
served in the Halfway Café with views across the city.

What happens if someone is ill
during the night?
Please let a member of The Deep Crew know immediately if
you need any help! At least one member of The Deep Crew
will be trained in First Aid at Work. We have access to fully
stocked first aid boxes and a first aid room so are always
happy to assist. If there is an accident on site we do need this
recorded in our Accident Record book, so please report any
incident immediately to a Crew member.
If someone needs to go home/leave the building overnight
please contact the security guard to let you out of the building.

The shop will open for you to browse and shop after 8am
if you wish to do so.
If you have not been able to see the penguins during the
evening we will make sure that you have a chance to go to
have a look at them in the morning.

Can I get a hot drink in the night?
Throughout the night, you are welcome to help yourself
(free of charge) to hot drinks from the Halfway Café.

Where are the toilets?
There are toilets located throughout the aquarium, but you
will be shown the nearest route to the best toilets for your
sleeping area. As you are a family unit you are welcome to
utilise male, female and accessible toilets in this area as you wish.

Where is the nearest water point?
There is a water dispenser at the picnic area and a water
cooler outside the General Office, as well as in the 3rd floor
café. If you are sleeping at the coral wall or in the Tunnel you
will be brought jugs of water.

Can I drink alcohol during the
sleepover event?
Sorry, no! Please do not bring your own alcohol into
The Deep for consumption and alcohol will not be served.
Alcohol will be removed if necessary and returned to
you at the end of the event.

